Purpose: Implement a targeted improvement plan (TIP) while digging into systemic areas of low performance to build a bold and robust turnaround plan.

**August**
- TEA releases 2017 accountability ratings
  - LEA identifies DCSI
  - DCSI and principal participate in 2nd Yr. IR webinar
  - DCSI and principal review intervention requirements and pacing guide
  - LEA identifies stakeholders for Turnaround development
  - DCSI and principal complete virtual modules to support TIP

**September**
- LEA enters DCSI & PSP and submits DCSI qualifications in ISAM (9/15/17)
  - CIT solicits input on Turnaround Plan development
  - CIT holds public meeting at the campus and takes TIP for board approval
  - DCSI submits TIP to TEA for review (9/29/17)
  - DCSI leads Visioning & Data Analysis modules
  - CIT conducts data analysis in preparation for October module

**December**
- LEA posts Turnaround Plan for stakeholder comment 30 days prior to board approval
  - PSP leads progress check in, submits progress update on TIP, and submits Progress Report (12/15/17)

**November**
- DCSI submits data analysis & needs assessment results (11/1/17)
  - TEA/ESC/PSP/CIT coordinated call to discuss Turnaround Initiative & degree of difficulty/boldness of action

**October**
- CIT conducts systemic root cause analysis
  - ESC/TEA lead virtual Systemic Root Cause module

**January**
- CIT takes Turnaround Plan to board for approval
  - DCSI submits board-approved Turnaround Plan to TEA for commissioner determination (1/29/18)

**March**
- PSP submits PSP Progress Report (3/1/18)
  - DCSI leads progress check in and submits TIP update (3/1/18)

**June**
- CIT leads progress check in and submits EOY progress update/data reflection (6/20/18)
  - PSP submits Progress Report (6/20/18)
  - TEA/CIT conference call to discuss predictive planning

**=** indicates TIP 2017-2018
**=** indicates Turnaround Plan
**=** indicates Predictive Planning